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About Imaginative
Learning Tools, LLC

Imaginative Learning Tools is
dedicated to bringing affordable,
interactive and innovative learning
tools to students, teachers, and
parents.

Meet Whispy,
The Voice of Reading

We work with parents and teachers
to develop and test tools that help all
children overcome reading barriers,
surpass benchmarks and, most of all,
enjoy learning!

Imagine Your Students:
Self-correcting pronunciation errors
automatically and immediately.
Looking forward to and having fun
with reading activities.
Improving reading comprehension.
Reading aloud and internally with
confidence.

Visit our website at:
www.imaginativelearningtools.com
for additional educational resources.

Your Reading Pal

There’s no need to imagine.
THERE’S WHISPY!
Imaginative Learning Tools
20 Garnet Hill Drive
Sedona, Arizona 86336
Phone: 1-(866)-4Whispy
Fax: 1-(928)-204-9973
info@imaginativelearningtools.com

How Can Whispy
Help Your Students?

About Whispy

Why

Why Choose Whispy?

What

What is Whispy?
Whispy is an interactive learning tool that
transforms reading from a hum-drum
chore into a multi-sensory learning experience. Whispy increases the opportunity
for maximum reading comprehension by
involving three senses: sight, sound, and
touch. Created by a Dallas schoolteacher
to improve reading comprehension and
pronunciation, Whispy gives students the
ability to self-check and self-correct as
they read.

Turns reading into a multi-sensory
learning experience.
Teacher created and student
tested.
Simple design, easy-to-use.
Engineered for superior sound
quality.

How

How Do Students
Use Whispy?
1. Hold one end of Whispy to the
mouth and the other to the ear –
just like a telephone!

2. Read in a barely audible whisper.
3. Hear the amplified sounds
through the earpiece to self-check,
self-correct, and self-assess.

Blocks distractions that typically
frustrate the reading process.
Controls noise during independent
classroom reading times.

How Does Whispy Make
Reading a Multi-Sensory
Learning Experience?

Portable and affordable.
Sonically welded and durable, won’t
come apart eliminating the need for
messy glue and reassembly.

Visual Learning: Students invoke
their visual senses as they look at
and process the letters, words and
paragraphs in the reading material.

Dishwasher-safe.
Kinesthetic Learning: The sense of
touch is involved as the student holds
Whispy to the ear and mouth, feeling
the sound as it travels through Whispy.

When
n

When Do Students Use Whispy?
Learning ESL
Special education classes
Focusing on independent reading
Understanding math word problems
Learning difficult science terms
And during all learning experiences
that involve reading!

Take Whispy to Class Today!
Visit us online to learn more about
Whispy, and to order Whispy for your
classroom today!
www.whispyreader.com

Auditory Learning: As students read
in a barely audible whisper, the sound
is amplified through Whispy, creating
increased auditory awareness. This
immediate feedback allows children
to correct mispronounced words, and
ultimately build reading proficiency
and confidence in reading aloud.

